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ABSTRACT  21 
Pain signaling in vertebrates is modulated by neuropeptides like Substance P (SP). To 22 
determine whether such modulation is conserved and potentially uncover novel interactions 23 
between nociceptive signaling pathways we examined SP/Tachykinin signaling in a Drosophila 24 
model of tissue damage-induced nociceptive hypersensitivity. Tissue-specific knockdowns and 25 
genetic mutant analyses revealed that both Tachykinin and Tachykinin-like receptor (DTKR99D) 26 
are required for damage-induced thermal nociceptive sensitization. Electrophysiological 27 
recording showed that DTKR99D is required in nociceptive sensory neurons for temperature-28 
dependent increases in firing frequency upon tissue damage. DTKR overexpression caused both 29 
behavioral and electrophysiological thermal nociceptive hypersensitivity. Hedgehog, another key 30 
regulator of nociceptive sensitization, was produced by nociceptive sensory neurons following 31 
tissue damage. Surprisingly, genetic epistasis analysis revealed that DTKR function was 32 
upstream of Hedgehog-dependent sensitization in nociceptive sensory neurons. Our results 33 
highlight a conserved role for Tachykinin signaling in regulating nociception and the power of 34 
Drosophila for genetic dissection of nociception. 35 
  36 
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INTRODUCTION 37 
 Neuropeptides are key regulators of behavior. They can act as local neurotransmitters 38 
(Salio et al., 2006) or as tonic “gain controls” on neuronal activity to modify diverse aspects of 39 
organismal physiology including appetite, biological rhythms, aggression, and more (Marder, 40 
2012; Taghert and Nitabach, 2012). Neuropeptide signaling also modulates nociception, the 41 
sensory perception of noxious stimuli. For example, Calcitonin Gene-Related Peptide (CGRP) 42 
and Substance P (SP) both regulate nociception in mammals (Harrison and Geppetti, 2001; 43 
Seybold, 2009). Modulation of nociception occurs following tissue damage, where the threshold 44 
that elicits aversive behaviors is reduced. This nociceptive sensitization can appear as allodynia - 45 
aversive responsiveness to previously innocuous stimuli, or hyperalgesia - exaggerated 46 
responsiveness to noxious stimuli (Gold and Gebhart, 2010).  The exact roles of neuropeptides in 47 
regulating nociceptive sensitization are not yet clear. 48 
 In mammals, SP is highly expressed at the central nerve terminals of nociceptive sensory 49 
neurons where it is released as a peptide neurotransmitter (Ribeiro-da-Silva and Hokfelt, 2000). 50 
These neurons innervate the skin, are activated by noxious environmental stimuli, and project to 51 
second order neurons in laminae I of the spinal cord dorsal horn (Allen et al., 1997; Marvizon et 52 
al., 1999). These spinal neurons express a G-Protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), Neurokinin-1 53 
receptor (NK-1R), which binds SP to transmit pain signals to the brain for further processing 54 
(Brown et al., 1995; Mantyh et al., 1997).  NK-1R is also expressed in nociceptive sensory 55 
neurons (Andoh et al., 1996; Li and Zhao, 1998; Segond von Banchet et al., 1999). Once SP 56 
engages NK-1R, Gqα and Gsα signaling are activated leading to increases in intracellular Ca2+ 57 
and cAMP (Douglas and Leeman, 2011). Whether other signal transduction pathways, especially 58 
other known mediators of nociceptive sensitization, are activated downstream of NK-1R is not 59 
known. 60 
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Drosophila melanogaster has several neuropeptides that are structurally related to SP. 61 
The Drosophila Tachykinin (dTk) gene encodes a prepro-Tachykinin that is processed into six 62 
mature Tachykinin peptides (DTKs) (Siviter et al., 2000). Two Drosophila GPCRs, TKR86C 63 
and TKR99D, share 32 – 48 % identity to mammalian neurokinin receptors (Li et al., 1991; 64 
Monnier et al., 1992). All six DTKs and mammalian SP can activate TKR99D, increasing 65 
cytoplasmic Ca2+ and cAMP levels (Birse et al., 2006). In Drosophila, dTk regulates gut 66 
contractions (Siviter et al., 2000), enteroendocrine homeostasis (Amcheslavsky et al., 2014; Song 67 
et al., 2014), stress resistance (Kahsai et al., 2010a; Soderberg et al., 2011), olfaction (Ignell et 68 
al., 2009), locomotion (Kahsai et al., 2010b), aggressive behaviors (Asahina et al., 2014), and 69 
pheromone detection in gustatory neurons (Shankar et al., 2015). Whether dTk and its receptors 70 
also regulate nociception and, if so, what downstream molecular mediators are involved have not 71 
yet been investigated. 72 
Drosophila are useful for studying the genetic basis of nociception and nociceptive 73 
sensitization (Im and Galko, 2011). Noxious thermal and mechanical stimuli provoke an aversive 74 
withdrawal behavior in larvae: a 360-degree roll along their anterior-posterior body axis 75 
(Babcock et al., 2009; Tracey et al., 2003). This highly quantifiable behavior is distinct from 76 
normal locomotion and light touch responses (Babcock et al., 2009; Tracey et al., 2003). When a 77 
larva is challenged with a sub-threshold temperature (38 °C or below), only light touch behaviors 78 
occur, whereas higher thermal stimuli result in aversive rolling behavior ((Babcock et al., 2009). 79 
Peripheral class IV multi-dendritic neurons (class IV neurons) are the nociceptive sensory 80 
neurons that innervate the larval barrier epidermis by tiling over it (Gao et al., 1999; Grueber et 81 
al., 2003) and mediate the perception of noxious stimuli (Hwang et al., 2007). For genetic 82 
manipulations within class IV neurons, ppk1.9-GAL4 has been used widely as the 1.9 kb 83 
promoter fragment of pickpocket1 driving Gal4 selectively labels class IV nociceptive sensory 84 
neurons in the periphery (Ainsley et al., 2003). When the barrier epidermis is damaged by 254 85 
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nm UV light, larvae display both thermal allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia (Babcock et al., 86 
2009). This does not model sunburn because UV-C light does not penetrate the Earth’s 87 
atmosphere, however, it has proven useful for dissecting the molecular genetics of nociceptive 88 
sensitization (Im and Galko, 2011). 89 
What conserved factors are capable of sensitizing nociceptive sensory neurons in both 90 
flies and mammals? Known molecular mediators include but are not limited to cytokines, like 91 
TNF (Babcock et al., 2009; Wheeler et al., 2014), neuropeptides, metabolites, ions, and lipids 92 
(Gold and Gebhart, 2010; Julius and Basbaum, 2001). In addition, Hedgehog (Hh) signaling 93 
mediates nociceptive sensitization in Drosophila larvae (Babcock et al., 2011). Hh signaling 94 
regulates developmental proliferation and cancer (Fietz et al., 1995; Goodrich et al., 1997) and 95 
had not previously been suspected of regulating sensory physiology. The main signal-96 
transducing component of the Hh pathway, smoothened, and its downstream signaling 97 
components, such as the transcriptional regulator Cubitus interruptus and a target gene 98 
engrailed, are required in class IV neurons for both thermal allodynia and hyperalgesia following 99 
UV irradiation (Babcock et al., 2011). In mammals, pharmacologically blocking Smoothened 100 
reverses the development of morphine analgesic tolerance in inflammatory or neuropathic pain 101 
models suggesting that the Smoothened/Hh pathway does regulate analgesia (Babcock et al., 102 
2011). Interactions between the Hh and SP pathways in regulating nociception have not been 103 
investigated in either vertebrates or Drosophila.  104 
Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels act as direct molecular sensors of noxious 105 
thermal and mechanical stimuli across phyla (Venkatachalam and Montell, 2007). In particular, 106 
the Drosophila TRPA family members, Painless (Pain) and TrpA1, mediate baseline thermal 107 
nociception in larvae (Babcock et al., 2011; Tracey et al., 2003; Zhong et al., 2012), as well as 108 
thermal sensation (Kang et al., 2012) and thermal nociception in adults (Neely et al., 2010). 109 
When larval class IV neurons are sensitized, it is presumably through modification of the 110 
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expression, localization, or gating properties of TRP channels such as Painless or TrpA1. Indeed, 111 
direct genetic activation of either the TNF or Hh signaling pathway leads to thermal allodynia 112 
that is dependent on Painless. Direct genetic activation of Hh also leads to TrpA1-dependent 113 
thermal hyperalgesia (Babcock et al., 2011). Whether Drosophila TRP channels are modulated 114 
by neuropeptides like Tachykinin has not been addressed in the context of nociception. 115 
In this study, we analyzed Drosophila Tachykinin and Tachykinin receptor (TkR99D or 116 
DTKR) in nociceptive sensitization. Both were required for UV-induced thermal allodynia: DTK 117 
from neurons likely within the central brain and DTKR within class IV peripheral neurons. 118 
Overexpression of DTKR in class IV neurons led to an ectopic hypersensitivity to subthreshold 119 
thermal stimuli that required specific downstream G protein signaling subunits.  120 
Electrophysiological analysis of class IV neurons revealed that when sensitized they display a 121 
DTKR-dependent increase in firing rates to allodynic temperatures. We also found that 122 
Tachykinin signaling acts upstream of smoothened in the regulation of thermal allodynia. 123 
Activation of DTKR resulted in a Dispatched-dependent production of Hh within class IV 124 
neurons. Further, this ligand was then required to relieve inhibition of Smoothened and lead to 125 
downstream engagement of Painless to mediate thermal allodynia. This study thus highlights an 126 
evolutionarily conserved modulatory function of Tachykinin signaling in regulating nociceptive 127 
sensitization, and uncovers a novel genetic interaction between Tachykinin and Hh pathways. 128 
 129 
RESULTS 130 
Tachykinin is expressed in the brain and required for thermal allodynia 131 
To assess when and where Tachykinin might regulate nociception, we first examined 132 
DTK expression. We immunostained larval brains and peripheral neurons with anti-DTK6 133 
(Asahina et al., 2014) and anti-Leucopheae madurae tachykinin-related peptide 1 (anti-LemTRP-134 
1) (Winther et al., 2003). DTK was not detected in class IV neurons (Figure 1-figure supplement 135 
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1). Previous reports suggested that larval brain neurons express DTK (Winther et al., 2003). 136 
Indeed, numerous neuronal cell bodies in the larval brain expressed DTK and these extended 137 
tracts into the ventral nerve cord (VNC) (Figure 1A). Expression of a UAS-dTkRNAi transgene via 138 
a pan-neuronal Elav(c155)-GAL4 driver decreased DTK expression, except for a pair of large 139 
descending neuronal cell bodies in the protocerebrum (Figure 1– figure supplement 2) and their 140 
associated projections in the VNC, suggesting that these neurons express an antigen that cross-141 
reacts with the anti-Tachykinin serum. Labeling of anti-DTK6 in the brain was also greatly 142 
decreased (Figures 1B and 1C) in homozygous larvae bearing two different dTk alleles, 143 
dTkEY21074 and dTkΔ1C, that decrease Tachykinin function (Figure 1-figure supplement 3). 144 
Therefore, we conclude that dTk expression is effectively knocked down both in mutants and by 145 
RNAi transgenes. 146 
Because we observed a knockdown of DTK staining in the brain with mutants and RNAi, 147 
and because mammalian SP regulates pain behavior, we tested if dTk loss of function affects 148 
nociceptive behaviors. We first tested baseline nociception in the absence of injury, where larvae 149 
were challenged with noxious thermal stimuli at 45 °C or 48 °C, the middle and upper end of 150 
their response range, respectively (Babcock et al., 2009).  For uninjured larvae, the behavioral 151 
dose-response to temperature forms a reproducible graded curve (Figure 1-figure supplement 4). 152 
Pan-neuronal knockdown of dTk did not cause baseline nociception defects compared to relevant 153 
GAL4 controls (Figure 1D). Similarly, larvae homozygous or transheterozygous for dTkEY21074 or 154 
dTkΔ1C had normal baseline thermal nociceptive responses (Figure 1E).   155 
Next, we tested UV-induced nociceptive sensitization. Pan-neuronal knockdown of dTk 156 
significantly reduced thermal allodynia (responsiveness to sub-threshold 38 °C) (Figure 1F and 157 
Figure 1-figure supplement 5). Two non-overlapping RNAi transgenes (TkJF01818 and TkKK112227) 158 
targeting Tachykinin reduced the allodynia response from 70% to about 20% compared to 159 
relevant GAL4 or UAS alone controls 24 hours after UV irradiation (Figure 1F). Consistent with 160 
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the absence of DTK staining in class IV neurons (Figure 1-figure supplement 1), class IV-161 
specific knockdown of dTk did not alter thermal allodynia (Figure 1F). As genetic confirmation 162 
of the RNAi phenotype, we tested mutant alleles of dTk for tissue damage-induced thermal 163 
allodynia. Heterozygous larvae bearing these dTk alleles, including a deficiency spanning the 164 
dTk locus, displayed normal thermal allodynia (Figure 1G). By contrast, all homozygous and 165 
transheterozygous combinations of dTk alleles drastically reduced thermal allodynia (Figure 1G). 166 
Therefore, we conclude that Tachykinin is necessary for the development of thermal allodynia in 167 
response to UV-induced tissue damage. 168 
 169 
Tachykinin Receptor is required in class IV nociceptive sensory neurons for thermal 170 
allodynia   171 
Two GPCRs recognize Tachykinins. DTKR (TkR99D or CG7887) recognizes all six 172 
DTKs (Birse et al., 2006) whereas NKD (TkR86C or CG6515) binds DTK-6 and a tachykinin-173 
related peptide, natalisin (Jiang et al., 2013; Monnier et al., 1992; Poels et al., 2009). Because 174 
DTKR binds more broadly to DTKs, we tested if class IV neuron-specific knockdown of dtkr 175 
using the ppk-GAL4 driver (Ainsley et al., 2003) led to defects in either baseline nociception or 176 
thermal allodynia. See Figure 2A for a schematic of the dtkr locus and the genetic tools used to 177 
assess this gene’s role in thermal allodynia. Similar to dTk, no baseline nociception defects were 178 
observed upon knockdown of dtkr (Figure 2B). Larvae homozygous for TkR99Df02797 and 179 
TkR99DMB09356 were also normal for baseline nociceptive behavior (Figure 2C).   180 
Although baseline nociception was unaffected, class IV neuron-specific expression of 181 
UAS-dtkrRNAi significantly reduced thermal allodynia compared to GAL4 or UAS alone controls 182 
(Figure 2D and Figure 2-figure supplement 1). This reduction was rescued upon simultaneous 183 
overexpression of DTKR using a UAS-DTKR-GFP transgene, suggesting that the RNAi-184 
mediated phenotype was not off-target (Figure 2D). We also tested mutant alleles of dtkr for 185 
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thermal allodynia defects. While all heterozygotes were normal, larvae bearing any homozygous 186 
or transheterozygous combination of alleles, including a deficiency spanning the dtkr locus, 187 
displayed greatly reduced thermal allodynia (Figure 2E). Restoration of DTKR expression in 188 
class IV neurons in a dtkr mutant background fully rescued their allodynia defect (Figure 2E and 189 
Figure 2-figure supplement 1) suggesting that the gene functions in these cells. Lastly, we 190 
examined whether overexpression of DTKR within class IV neurons could ectopically sensitize 191 
larvae. While GAL4 or UAS alone controls remained non-responsive to sub-threshold 38 °C, 192 
larvae expressing DTKR-GFP within their class IV neurons showed aversive withdrawal to this 193 
temperature even in the absence of tissue damage (Figure 2F). Visualization of the class IV 194 
neurons expressing DTKR-GFP showed that the protein localized to both the neuronal soma and 195 
dendritic arbors (Figure 2G). Expression of DTKR-GFP was also detected in the VNC, where 196 
class IV axonal tracts run immediately adjacent to the axonal projections of the Tachykinin-197 
expressing central neurons (Figures 2H and 2I). Taken together, we conclude that DTKR 198 
functions in class IV nociceptive sensory neurons to mediate thermal allodynia. 199 
 200 
Tachykinin signaling modulates firing rates of class IV nociceptive sensory neurons 201 
following UV-induced tissue damage  202 
 To determine if the behavioral changes in nociceptive sensitization reflect 203 
neurophysiological changes within class IV neurons, we monitored action potential firing rates 204 
within class IV neurons in UV- and mock-treated larvae. As in our behavioral assay, we UV-205 
irradiated larvae and 24 hours later monitored changes in response to thermal stimuli.  Here we 206 
measured firing rates with extracellular recording in a dissected larval fillet preparation (Figure 207 
3A and methods). Mock-treated larvae showed no increase in their firing rates until around 39 °C 208 
(Figures 3B and 3D). However, UV-treated larvae showed an increase in firing rate at 209 
temperatures from 31 °C and higher (Figures 3C and 3D). The difference in change in firing 210 
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rates between UV- and mock-treated larvae was significant between 30 °C and 39 °C. This 211 
increase in firing rate demonstrates sensitization in the primary nociceptive sensory neurons and 212 
correlates well with behavioral sensitization monitored previously. 213 
Next, we wondered if loss of dtkr could block the UV-induced increase in firing rate. 214 
Indeed, class IV neurons of dtkr mutants showed little increase in firing rates even with UV 215 
irradiation (Figure 3E). Similarly, knockdown of dtkr within class IV neurons blocked the UV-216 
induced increase in firing rate; UV- and mock-treated UAS-dtkrRNAi-expressing larvae showed no 217 
statistically significant difference in firing rate (Figure 3E). When DTKR expression was 218 
restored only in the class IV neurons in the dtkr mutant background, the firing rates increased 219 
with increasing temperature upon UV irradiation (Figure 3E and see Figure 3-figure supplement 220 
1 for additional control genotypes). Thus, dtkr functions in class IV neurons for the UV-induced 221 
increase in firing rate in response to increasing temperature.   222 
Next we overexpressed DTKR in class IV neurons and tested the effect of gain of 223 
function on the neuronal firing rate. Behaviorally, overexpression induced ectopic sensitization 224 
even without UV (Figure 2F). When we assayed lower temperatures (32-38 °C), the ectopic 225 
thermal allodynia was obvious above 34 °C (Figure 3H). Electrophysiologically, we saw similar 226 
results. Class IV neurons expressing DTKR-GFP increased their firing rate to thermal stimuli 227 
even without UV irradiation (Figures 3F-3H). The magnitude of the increase upon 228 
overexpression was comparable to that of UV-treated controls (Figures 3D and 3H). Taken 229 
together, electrophysiological recordings corresponded well with the behavioral changes seen 230 
upon loss- or gain-of-function of Tachykinin signaling. The electrophysiology further suggests 231 
that DTKR signaling modulates the firing properties of class IV nociceptive sensory neurons in 232 
response to tissue damaging stimuli like UV radiation. 233 
 234 
Trimeric G proteins act downstream of Tachykinin signaling in thermal allodynia 235 
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DTKR activation increases cytoplasmic Ca2+ and cAMP levels in a heterologous cell-236 
based assay (Birse et al., 2006), suggesting receptor coupling to Gαs and/or Gαq. To identify the 237 
particular trimeric G-protein subunits through which Tachykinin and its receptor modulate 238 
thermal allodynia, we screened five of six annotated and two putative Gα-, all three annotated 239 
and one putative Gβ-, and all two annotated and one putative Gγ-encoding genes (Figure 4A). 240 
Several UAS-RNAi transgenes yielded modest defects in thermal allodynia (Figure 4B and Figure 241 
4-figure supplement 1).  When analyzing our behavioral data categorically, Gβ5 was not quite 242 
significant, but when the data was analyzed non-categorically (accumulated percent response 243 
versus latency) the increased statistical power of this method revealed that Gβ5 was significantly 244 
different from the control (Figure 4-figure supplement 1). Indeed, retesting the strongest hits in 245 
greater numbers and analyzing them categorically revealed that knockdown of a putative Gαq 246 
(CG17760), Gβ5 (CG10763), and Gγ1 (CG8261) all significantly reduced thermal allodynia 247 
compared to GAL4 controls (Figure 4C and Figure 4-figure supplement 2). To test if these 248 
subunits act downstream of DTKR, we asked whether expression of the relevant UAS-RNAi 249 
transgenes could also block the ectopic thermal allodynia induced by DTKR-GFP overexpression 250 
(Figure 2F). All of them did (Figure 4D). Therefore, we conclude that CG17760, Gβ5, and Gγ1 251 
are the downstream G protein subunits that couple to DTKR to mediate thermal allodynia in 252 
class IV neurons.   253 
 254 
Tachykinin signaling acts upstream of Smoothened and Painless in allodynia 255 
The signal transducer of the Hedgehog (Hh) pathway, Smoothened (smo), is required 256 
within class IV neurons for UV-induced thermal allodynia (Babcock et al., 2011). To determine 257 
if Tachykinin signaling genetically interacts with the Hh pathway during thermal allodynia, we 258 
tested the behavior of a double heterozygous combination of dtkr and smo alleles. Such larvae 259 
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are defective in UV-induced thermal allodynia compared to relevant controls (Figure 5A and 260 
Figure 5-figure supplement 1).   261 
We next performed genetic epistasis tests to determine whether Tachykinin signaling 262 
functions upstream, downstream, or parallel of Hh signaling during development of thermal 263 
allodynia. The general principle was to co-express an activating transgene of one pathway 264 
(which induces genetic thermal allodynia) together with an inactivating transgene of the other 265 
pathway. Reduced allodynia would indicate that the second pathway was acting downstream of 266 
the ectopically activated one (see schematic of possible outcomes in Figure 5B). For example, to 267 
test if Tachykinin signaling is downstream of smo, we combined a dominant negative form of 268 
Patched (UAS-PtcDN) that constitutively activates Smo and causes ectopic thermal allodynia 269 
(Babcock et al., 2011) with UAS-dtkrRNAi. This did not block the ectopic sensitization (Figure 5C) 270 
while a positive control gene downstream of smo did (UAS-engrailedRNAi), suggesting that dtkr 271 
does not function downstream of smo. In a converse experiment, we combined UAS-DTKR-GFP 272 
with a number of transgenes capable of interfering with Smo signal transduction. Inactivation of 273 
Smo signaling via expression of Patched (UAS-Ptc), or a dominant negative form of smo (UAS-274 
smoDN), or a dominant negative form of the transcriptional regulator Cubitus interruptus (UAS-275 
CiDN), or an RNAi transgene targeting the downstream transcriptional target engrailed (UAS-276 
enRNAi), all abolished the ectopic sensitization induced by overexpression of DTKR-GFP (Figure 277 
5D and Figure 5-figure supplement 1). Thus, functional Smo signaling components act 278 
downstream of DTKR in class IV neurons.  279 
The TNF receptor Wengen (Kanda et al., 2002) is required in class IV nociceptive 280 
sensory neurons to elicit UV-induced thermal allodynia (Babcock et al., 2009). We therefore also 281 
tested the epistatic relationship between DTKR and the TNFR/Wengen signaling pathways and 282 
found that they function independently of/in parallel to each other during thermal allodynia 283 
(Figure 5-figure supplement 2). This is consistent with previous genetic epistasis analysis, which 284 
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revealed that TNF and Hh signaling also function independently during thermal allodynia 285 
(Babcock et al., 2011).   286 
The TRP channel pain is required for UV-induced thermal allodynia downstream of Smo 287 
(Babcock et al., 2011). Because Smo acts downstream of Tachykinin this suggests that pain 288 
would also function downstream of dtkr. We formally tested this by combining DTKR 289 
overexpression with two non-overlapping UAS-painRNAi transgenes. These UAS-painRNAi 290 
transgenes reduced baseline nociception responses to 48 °C although not as severely as pain70, a 291 
deletion allele of painless (Figure 5-figure supplement 3 and figure supplement 4). As expected, 292 
combining DTKR overexpression and pain knockdown or DTKR and pain70 reduced ectopic 293 
thermal allodynia (Figure 5E). In sum, our epistasis analysis indicates that the Smo signaling 294 
cassette acts downstream of DTKR in class IV neurons and that these factors then act via 295 
Painless to mediate thermal allodynia.    296 
 297 
Hedgehog is produced following injury in a Dispatched-dependent fashion from class IV 298 
nociceptive sensory neurons  299 
Where does Hh itself fit into this scheme? Although hhts2 mutants show abnormal 300 
sensitization (Babcock et al., 2011), it remained unclear where Hh is produced during thermal 301 
allodynia. To find the source of active Hh, we tried tissue-specific knockdowns. However, none 302 
of the UAS-HhRNAi transgenes we tested were effective at inducing wing patterning phenotypes in 303 
the wing imaginal disc (Figure 6-figure supplement 1) nor exhibited defects in thermal allodynia 304 
(Figure 6-figure supplement 2). Thus, we asked if tissue-specific overexpression of UAS-Hh in a 305 
variety of tissues could induce ectopic thermal allodynia in the absence of UV. Among class IV 306 
neurons, epidermis, and gut, overexpression of Hh only in class IV neurons resulted in ectopic 307 
sensitization (Figure 6A). This suggests that the class IV neurons themselves are potential Hh-308 
producing cells.   309 
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These gain-of-function results predict that Hh might be produced in an autocrine fashion 310 
from class IV neurons following tissue injury. To monitor Hh production from class IV neurons, 311 
we performed immunostaining on isolated cells. Class IV neurons expressing mCD8-GFP were 312 
physically dissociated from intact larvae, enriched using magnetic beads conjugated with anti-313 
mCD8 antibody, and immunostained with anti-Hh (see schematic Figure 6B). Mock-treated 314 
control neurons did not contain much Hh and UV irradiation increased this basal amount only 315 
incrementally (Figure 6C and Figure 6-figure supplement 3). A possible reason for this 316 
incremental increase in response to UV is that Hh is a secreted ligand.  To trap Hh within class 317 
IV neurons, we asked if blocking dispatched (disp) function could trap the ligand within the 318 
neurons. Disp is necessary to process and release active cholesterol-modified Hh (Burke et al., 319 
1999; Ma et al., 2002). Knockdown of disp by itself (no UV) had no effect; however combining 320 
UV irradiation and expression of UAS-dispRNAi resulted in a drastic increase in intracellular Hh 321 
punctae (Figures 6C, 6D and Figure 6-figure supplement 3). This suggests that class IV neurons 322 
express Hh and that blocking Dispatched function following UV irradiation traps Hh within the 323 
neuron.  324 
Finally, we tested if trapping Hh within the class IV neurons influenced UV-induced 325 
thermal allodynia. Indeed, class IV neuron-specific expression of two non-overlapping UAS-326 
dispRNAi transgenes each reduced UV-induced allodynia (Figure 6E). Furthermore, we tested 327 
whether expression of UAS-dispRNAi blocked the ectopic sensitization induced by Hh 328 
overexpression. It did (Figure 6F), indicating that Disp function is required for production of 329 
active Hh in class IV neurons, as in other cell types and that Disp-dependent Hh release is 330 
necessary for this genetic allodynia. disp function was specific; expression of UAS-dispRNAi did 331 
not block UAS-TNF-induced ectopic sensitization even though TNF is presumably secreted from 332 
class IV neurons in this context (Figure 6-figure supplement 4). Expression of UAS-dispRNAi did 333 
not block UAS-PtcDN-induced ectopic sensitization, suggesting that this does not depend on the 334 
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generation/presence of active Hh (Figure 6F). Finally, we tested if UAS-dispRNAi expression 335 
blocked the ectopic sensitization induced by UAS-DTKR-GFP overexpression. It could, further 336 
supporting the idea that Disp-dependent Hh release is downstream of the Tachykinin pathway 337 
(Figure 6F). Thus, UV-induced tissue damage causes Hh production in class IV neurons.  338 
Dispatched function is required downstream of DTKR but not downstream of Ptc, presumably to 339 
liberate Hh ligand from the cell and generate a functional thermal allodynia response. 340 
 341 
DISCUSSION 342 
This study establishes that Tachykinin signaling regulates UV-induced thermal allodynia 343 
in Drosophila larvae. Figure 7 introduces a working model for this regulation. We envision that 344 
UV radiation either directly or indirectly activates Tachykinin expression and/or release from 345 
peptidergic neuronal projections - likely those within the CNS that express DTK and are located 346 
near class IV axonal tracts. Following release, we speculate that Tachykinins diffuse to and 347 
ultimately bind DTKR on the plasma membrane of class IV neurons. This activates downstream 348 
signaling, which is mediated at least in part by a presumed heterotrimer of a G alpha (Gαq, 349 
CG17760), a G beta (Gβ5), and a G gamma (Gγ1) subunit. One likely downstream consequence 350 
of Tachykinin receptor activation is Dispatched-dependent autocrine release of Hh from these 351 
neurons. We envision that Hh then binds to Patched within the same class IV neurons, leading to 352 
derepression of Smo and activation of downstream signaling through this pathway. One new 353 
aspect of the thermal allodynia response dissected here is that the transcription factors Cubitius 354 
interruptus and Engrailed act downstream of Smo, suggesting that, as in other Hh-responsive 355 
cells (Briscoe and Therond, 2005), activation of target genes is an essential component of 356 
thermal allodynia. Finally, activation of Smo impinges upon Painless through as yet undefined 357 
mechanisms to regulate thermal allodynia. Below, we discuss in more detail some of the 358 
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implications of this model for Tachykinin signaling, Hh signaling, and their conserved regulation 359 
of nociceptive sensitization. 360 
 361 
Systemic regulation of pain sensitization by Tachykinin signaling 362 
Tachykinin induction and release following UV irradiation: Our results demonstrate 363 
that Tachykinin is required for UV-induced thermal allodynia. UV radiation may directly or 364 
indirectly trigger Tachykinin expression and/or release from the DTK-expressing neurons. Given 365 
the transparent epidermis and cuticle, direct induction mechanisms are certainly plausible. 366 
Indeed in mammals, UV radiation causes secretion of SP and CGRP from both unmyelinated c 367 
fibers and myelinated Aδ fibers nociceptive sensory afferents (Scholzen et al., 1999; Seiffert and 368 
Granstein, 2002). Furthermore, in the Drosophila intestine Tachykinin release is induced by 369 
nutritional and oxidative stress (Soderberg et al., 2011), although the effect of UV has not been 370 
examined. The exact mechanism of UV-triggered neuropeptide release remains unclear; 371 
however, we speculate that UV causes depolarization and activation of exocytosis of Tachykinin-372 
containing vesicles.   373 
Ligand Receptor Targeting: In heterologous cells synthetic Tachykinins (DTK1-5) can 374 
activate DTKR (Birse et al., 2006). Our immunostaining analysis of dTk and genetic analysis of 375 
tissue-specific function of dtkr supports the model that Tachykinins from brain peptidergic 376 
neurons bind to DTKR expressed on class IV neurons. Pan-neuronal, but not class IV neuron-377 
specific knockdown of dTk reduced allodynia, whereas modulation of DTKR function in class IV 378 
neurons could either decrease (RNAi) or enhance (overexpression) thermal allodynia. How do 379 
brain-derived Tachykinins reach DTKR expressed on the class IV neurons? The cell bodies and 380 
dendritic arbors of class IV neurons are located along the larval body wall (Gao et al., 1999; 381 
Grueber et al., 2003), beneath the barrier epidermal cells (Han et al., 2014). However, the axonal 382 
projection of each nociceptive neuron extends into the ventral nerve cord (VNC) of the CNS 383 
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(Grueber et al., 2003; Merritt and Whitington, 1995) in close proximity to Tachykinin-expressing 384 
axons. Because neuropeptide transmission does not depend on specialized synaptic structures 385 
(Zupanc, 1996), we speculate given their proximity that Tachykinin signaling could occur via 386 
perisynaptic or volume transmission (Agnati et al., 2006; Nassel, 2009). An alternative 387 
possibility is that Tachykinins are systemically released into the circulating hemolymph 388 
(Babcock et al., 2008) as neurohormones (Nassel, 2002) following UV irradiation, either from 389 
the neuronal projections near class IV axonal tracts or from others further afield within the brain.  390 
Indeed the gain-of-function behavioral response induced by overexpression of DTKR, a receptor 391 
that has not been reported to have ligand-independent activity (Birse et al., 2006), suggests that 392 
class IV neurons may be constitutively exposed to a low level of subthreshold DTK peptide in 393 
the absence of injury. The direct and indirect mechanisms of DTK release are not mutually 394 
exclusive and it will be interesting to determine the relative contribution of either mechanism to 395 
sensitization. 396 
G protein signaling: Like most GPCRs, DTKR engages heterotrimeric G proteins to 397 
initiate downstream signaling. Gq/11 and calcium signaling are both required for acute 398 
nociception and nociceptive sensitization (Tappe-Theodor et al., 2012). Our survey of G protein 399 
subunits identified a putative Gαq, CG17760. Birse et al. demonstrated that DTKR activation 400 
leads to an increase in Ca2+, strongly pointing to Gαq as a downstream signaling component 401 
(Birse et al., 2006). To date, CG17760 is one of three G alpha subunits encoded in the fly 402 
genome that has no annotated function in any biological process. For the G beta and G gamma 403 
classes, we identified Gβ5 and Gγ1. Gβ5 was one of two G beta subunits with no annotated 404 
physiological function. Gγ1 regulates asymmetric cell division and gastrulation (Izumi et al., 405 
2004), cell division (Yi et al., 2006), wound repair (Lesch et al., 2010), and cell spreading 406 
dynamics (Kiger et al., 2003). The combination of tissue-specific RNAi screening and specific 407 
biologic assays, as employed here, has allowed assignment of a function to this previously 408 
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“orphan” gene in thermal nociceptive sensitization. Our findings raise a number of interesting 409 
questions about Tachykinin and GPCR signaling in general in Drosophila: Are these particular G 410 
protein subunits downstream of other neuropeptide receptors? Are they downstream of DTKR in 411 
biological contexts other than pain? Could RNAi screening be used this efficiently in other 412 
tissues/behaviors to identify the G protein trimers relevant to those processes?     413 
 414 
Hedgehog signaling as a downstream target of Tachykinin signaling 415 
To date we have found three signaling pathways that regulate UV-induced thermal 416 
allodynia in Drosophila – TNF (Babcock et al., 2009), Hedgehog (Babcock et al., 2011), and 417 
Tachykinin (this study). All are required for a full thermal allodynia response to UV but genetic 418 
epistasis tests reveal that TNF and Tachykinin act in parallel or independently, as do TNF and 419 
Hh. This could suggest that in the genetic epistasis contexts, which rely on class IV neuron-420 
specific pathway activation in the absence of tissue damage, hyperactivation of one pathway (say 421 
TNF or Tachykinin) compensates for the lack of the function normally provided by the other 422 
parallel pathway following tissue damage. While TNF is independent of Hh and DTKR, analysis 423 
of DTKR versus Hh uncovered an unexpected interdependence.      424 
We showed that Hh signaling is downstream of DTKR in the context of thermal 425 
allodynia. Two pieces of genetic evidence support this conclusion. First, flies transheterozygous 426 
for dTk and smo displayed attenuated UV-induced thermal allodynia. Thus, the pathways interact 427 
genetically. Second, and more important for ordering the pathways, loss of canonical 428 
downstream Hh signaling components blocked the ectopic sensitization induced by DTKR 429 
overexpression. We previously showed that loss of these same components also blocks allodynia 430 
induced by either UV or Hh hyperactivation (Babcock et al., 2011), suggesting that these 431 
downstream Hh components are also downstream of DTKR. The fact that Smo is activated upon 432 
overexpression of DTKR within the same cell argues that class IV neurons may need to 433 
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synthesize their own Hh following a nociceptive stimulus such as UV radiation. The data 434 
supporting an autocrine model of Hh production are three fold: (1) only class IV neuron-435 
mediated overexpression of Hh caused thermal allodynia suggesting this tissue is fully capable of 436 
producing active Hh ligand, (2) expression of UAS-dispRNAi within class IV neurons blocked UV- 437 
and DTKR-induced thermal allodynia, implicating a role for Disp-driven Hh secretion in these 438 
cells, and (3) the combination of UAS-dispRNAi and UV irradiation caused accumulation of Hh 439 
punctae within class IV neurons. Disp is not canonically viewed as a downstream target of Smo 440 
and indeed, blocking disp did not attenuate UAS-PtcDN-induced or UAS-TNF-induced allodynia, 441 
indicating that Disp is specifically required for Hh production between DTKR and Smo. Thus, 442 
Tachykinin signaling leads to Hh expression, Disp-mediated Hh release, or both (Figure 7). 443 
Autocrine release of Hh has only been demonstrated in a few non-neuronal contexts to date 444 
(Chung and Bunz, 2013; Zhou et al., 2012). This signaling architecture differs from what has 445 
been found in Drosophila development in two main ways. One is that DTKR is not known to 446 
play a patterning role upstream of Smo. The second is that Hh-producing cells are generally not 447 
thought to be capable of responding to Hh during the formation of developmental compartment 448 
boundaries (Guerrero and Kornberg, 2014; Torroja et al., 2005). 449 
 450 
What happens downstream of Smoothened activation to sensitize class IV neurons? 451 
Ultimately, a sensitized neuron needs to exhibit firing properties that are different from 452 
those seen in the naïve or resting state. Previously, we have only examined sensitization at the 453 
behavioral level. Here we also monitored changes through extracellular electrophysiological 454 
recordings. These turned out to correspond remarkably well to behavioral sensitization. In 455 
control UV-treated larvae, nearly every temperature in the low “allodynic” range showed an 456 
increase in firing frequency in class IV neurons upon temperature ramping. Dtkr knockdown in 457 
class IV neurons abolished the UV-induced increase in firing frequency seen with increasing 458 
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temperature and overexpression of DTKR increased the firing rate comparable to UV treatment. 459 
This latter finding provides a tidy explanation for DTKR-induced “genetic allodynia”. The 460 
correspondence between behavior and electrophysiology argues strongly that Tachykinin directly 461 
modifies the firing properties of nociceptive sensory neurons in a manner consistent with 462 
behavioral thermal allodynia.   463 
Genetically, knockdown of painless blocks DTKR- or PtcDN-induced ectopic sensitization 464 
suggesting that, ultimately, thermal allodynia is mediated in part via this channel. Indeed, the SP 465 
receptor Neurokinin-1 enhances TRPV1 function in primary rat sensory neurons (Zhang et al., 466 
2007). Tachykinin/Hh activation could lead to increased Painless expression, altered Painless 467 
localization, or to post-translational modification of Painless increasing the probability of 468 
channel opening at lower temperatures. Because thermal allodynia evoked by UV and Hh-469 
activation requires Ci and En we favor the possibility that sensitization may involve a simple 470 
increase in the expression level of Painless, although the above mechanisms are not mutually 471 
exclusive. Altered localization has been observed with a different TRP channel downstream of 472 
Hh stimulation; Smo activation leads to PKD2LI recruitment to the primary cilium in fibroblasts, 473 
thus regulating local calcium dynamics of this compartment (Delling et al., 2013). The exact 474 
molecular mechanisms by which nociceptive sensitization occurs is the largest black box in the 475 
field and will take a concerted effort by many groups to precisely pin down.      476 
 477 
Tachykinin and Substance P as regulators of nociception:  What is conserved and what is 478 
not? 479 
Our results establish that Tachykinin/SP modulation of nociception is conserved across 480 
phyla. However, there are substantial differences in the architecture of this signaling axis 481 
between flies and mammals. In mammals, activation of TRP channels in the periphery leads to 482 
release of SP from the nerve termini of primary afferent C fibers in the dorsal horn (Abbadie et 483 
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al., 1997; Allen et al., 1997). SP and spinal NK-1R have been reported to be required for 484 
moderate to intense baseline nociception and inflammatory hyperalgesia although some 485 
discrepancies exist between the pharmacological and genetic knockout data (Cao et al., 1998; De 486 
Felipe et al., 1998; Mantyh et al., 1997; Regoli et al., 1994; Woolf et al., 1998; Zimmer et al., 487 
1998). The most profound difference of Drosophila Tachykinin signaling anatomically is that 488 
DTK is not expressed and does not function in primary nociceptive sensory neurons. Rather, 489 
DTK is expressed in brain neurons and the larval gut (Siviter et al., 2000), and DTKR functions 490 
in class IV neurons to mediate thermal pain sensitization. Indeed, this raises an interesting 491 
possibility for mammalian SP studies, because nociceptive sensory neurons themselves express 492 
NK-1R (Andoh et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1995; Segond von Banchet et al., 1999) and SP could 493 
conceivably activate the receptor in an autocrine fashion. A testable hypothesis that emerges 494 
from our studies is that NK-1R in vertebrates might play a sensory neuron-autonomous role in 495 
regulating nociception. This possibility, while suggested by electrophysiology (Zhang et al., 496 
2007) and expression studies (Andoh et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1995; Segond von Banchet et al., 497 
1999), has not been adequately tested by genetic analyses in mouse to date. 498 
In summary, we discovered a conserved role for systemic Tachykinin signaling in the 499 
modulation of nociceptive sensitization in Drosophila. The sophisticated genetic tools available 500 
in Drosophila have allowed us to uncover both a novel genetic interaction between Tachykinin 501 
and Hh signaling and an autocrine function of Hh in nociceptive sensitization. Our work thus 502 
provides a deeper understanding of how neuropeptide signaling fine-tunes an essential 503 
behavioral response, aversive withdrawal, in response to tissue damage.    504 
 505 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 506 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 507 
Fly stocks and genetics 508 
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 All experimental crosses were performed at 25 °C. Flies were raised on regular corn meal 509 
media.  w1118 and/or ppk1.9-Gal4/+ (crossed to w1118) served as control strains for behavioral 510 
analysis and staining. dTk mutant alleles used: dTkEY21074, and Df(3R)Exel7312 (dTk deficiency 511 
line). dTkd08303 and dTkf03824 insertion alleles were used to generate a custom deletion mutant of 512 
dTk. Detailed information regarding the generation of dTkΔ1C can be found in Supplemental 513 
information. dtkr mutant alleles used : dtkrf02797, dtkrMB09356, dtkrs2222, and Df(3R)Exel6213 (dtkr 514 
deficiency line).  515 
  To make dTkΔ1C, a deletion allele of dTk, we followed FRT-mediated custom deletion 516 
methodology (Parks et al., 2004), using heat-shock-Flippase, dTkd08303, and dTkf03824, which are 517 
available from the Harvard Exelixis collection. We first screened deletion mutants whose eye 518 
color became stronger orange since FRT-mediated deletion resulted in a duplication of mini-519 
white markers. Then the deletion was molecularly confirmed by PCR amplification. Primers 520 
used to confirm the deletion are listed below.  521 
 To make painless70, a deletion allele of painless, we performed imprecise excision of the 522 
P element, painlessEP2451. The initial screening was based on loss of eye color pigmentation, and 523 
the deletion was molecularly confirmed by PCR and sequencing.  524 
 Df(3R)Exel7312 was used for dTk, Df(3R)Exel6213 was used for dtkr. The smo3 (Chen 525 
and Struhl, 1996)  allele was used to test genetic interaction with dtk. Tissue-specific expression 526 
of UAS transgenes was controlled by ppk1.9-GAL4 for class IV md neurons (Ainsley et al., 527 
2003), A58-GAL4 for barrier epidermis (Galko and Krasnow, 2004), Myosin1A-GAL4 for gut 528 
(Jiang and Edgar, 2009), nubbin-GAL4 for wing imaginal disc patch (Barrio and de Celis, 2004) , 529 
and daughterless-GAL4 for ubiquitous expression (Wodarz et al., 1995). UAS-DTKR-GFP  530 
(Kahsai et al., 2010b) was used to overexpress DTKR in class IV md neurons. UAS-smo.5A 531 
(=UAS-SmoDN) (Collins and Cohen, 2005), UAS-Ptc (Johnson et al., 1995), UAS-Ci76 (=UAS-532 
CiDN)  (Aza-Blanc et al., 1997) were used to inhibit Hh signaling and their use in thermal 533 
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nociception was previously reported  (Babcock et al., 2011). RNAi lines used in this study are 534 
v103662 (dTk, RNAi (1)), v1372 (dtkr), v105485 (Gsα60A), v102887 (CG30054), v19124 535 
(Goα47A), v105300 (Gα49B), v17054 (Gα73B), v107613 (CG17760), v52308 (CG17760), 536 
v101373 (CG3004), v100011 (Gβ13F), v104745 (Gβ76C), v108261 (Gβ5), v101733 (RSG7), 537 
v100140 (Klp54D), v102706 (Gγ30A), 8261R1 (Gγ1), v105678 (engrailed), v37249 (TrpA1), 538 
v39477 (painless), v10004 (dispatched), v42255 (CG17760) from Vienna RNAi center, and 539 
25800 (dTk, RNAi (2)), 31132 (concertina), 28310 (Gβ5), 34372 (Gγ1), 31510 (painless), and 540 
44633(dispatched) from the Bloomington stock center. 541 
 Please see the list “Flies used in this study” for genotypes of larvae that were used in each 542 
figure in this study. 543 
Sequence of primers used in this study 544 
dTKdelta1C_A TACTAGGGTTAGTTCTATGGG 545 
dTKdelta1C_B TAAACTGCGACTTGAAGCGG 546 
dTKdelta1C_C CGTACAAATTGTGAAAGTGCC 547 
dTKdelta1C_D TTTCAGTTGTGGTACATCTACG 548 
dTKdelta1C_E TTGATTTAAGGTTACAGCTGTG 549 
dTKdelta1C_F ATGCTTTGACATTTGAGAGCC 550 
dTKdelta1C_G TGCCATTTTATCCCACCGTG 551 
dTKdelta1C_H GTTGTTGGTTCACATTGCGTC 552 
pain_P1  AGACGAGGAATCCAACTCGAG 553 
pain_P2  TCGTTGATGTCTACGCGATC 554 
 555 
Behavioral assays 556 
UV-induced tissue damage and thermal nociception assays were performed as described 557 
previously (Babcock et al., 2009; Babcock et al., 2011), and a brief description is the following. 558 
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To induce tissue damage, early third instar larvae were etherized (Ethyl Ether Anhydrous, Fisher 559 
Scientific), immobilized, and exposed to 254 nm wavelength UV at a setting of 20 mJ/cm2 for 560 
about 5 sec using spectrolinker XL-1000 UV crosslinker (Spectroline). During the exposure to 561 
UV, a hand-held UV spectrophotometer (AccuMAX XS-254, Spectroline) was placed next to the 562 
specimen reading the given UV level, which usually ranges 11 – 14 mJ/cm2. Then mock or UV 563 
irradiated larvae were returned to regular fly food until thermal nociception assays were 564 
performed.  The metal tip of a custom-built thermal probe, whose surface temperature is fine-565 
tuned, touches the dorsal side of an early third instar larva in abdominal segments A4-A6. 566 
Temperature dose response curve assays were performed at a heat probe setting ranging from 38 567 
°C to 48 °C with 2 degree increments. Baseline thermal nociception was assayed at heat probe 568 
settings of 45 °C and 48 °C in the absence of tissue damage. Thermal allodynia assays were 569 
performed at a heat probe setting of 38 °C 24 hours following UV irradiation. Aversive 570 
withdrawal behavior was scored under a dissecting stereomicroscope. The corkscrew-like rolling 571 
behavior (withdrawal behavior) was monitored and the latency recorded up to a 20 s cutoff. All 572 
thermal nociception assays were performed where the experimenter was blind with respect to 573 
genotype of the animals tested.  For categorical data presentation, each larva was put into one of 574 
three groups: non-responders (>20 s), slow responders (6≤ x ≤20 s), and fast responders (≤5 s). 575 
The behavioral results were tested in triplicates or more of n = 30, and tested for statistical 576 
significance using Chi-square analysis in Graphpad Prism unless noted otherwise in the figure 577 
legends. For some experiments the data was plotted non-categorically in line graphs of the 578 
accumulated percent response on the Y-axis versus latency on the X-axis, and tested for 579 
statistical significance using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test in Graphpad Prism.      580 
 581 
Electrophysiology 582 
 583 
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 Extracellular recording of C4da neuronal activity was performed as described before 584 
(Xiang et al., 2010). UV treatment followed the same protocol as behavioral experiments. 585 
Genotypes for 3B-C: ppk1.9-GAL4, ppk-eGFP/+, 3D: ppk1.9-GAL4, ppk-eGFP/+ and UAS-586 
dtkrRNAi/+; ppk1.9-GAL4, ppk-eGFP/+, 3F: ppk1.9-GAL4/+, 3G: UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9-587 
GAL4/+. 96 hour AEL third instar larvae were dissected to make fillet preparations. Fillets were 588 
prepared in external saline solution composed of (in mM): NaCl 120, KCl 3, MgCl2 4, CaCl2 1.5, 589 
NaHCO3 10, trehalose 10, glucose 10, TES 5, sucrose 10, HEPES 10. The Osmolality was 590 
305 mOsm kg−1 and the pH was 7.25. GFP-positive (C4da) neurons were located under a Zeiss 591 
D1 microscope with a 40X/1.0 NA water immersion objective lens. After digestion of muscles 592 
covering the C4da neurons by proteinase type XXIII (Sigma), gentle negative pressure was 593 
applied to the C4da neuron to trap the soma in a recording pipette (5 μm tip opening; 1.5-2.0 MΩ 594 
resistance) filled with external saline solution. Recordings were performed with a 700A amplifier 595 
(Molecular Devices), and the data were acquired with Digidata 1322A (Molecular Devices) and 596 
Clampex 10.5 software (Molecular Devices). Extracellular recordings of action potentials were 597 
obtained in voltage clamp mode with a holding potential of 0 mV, a 2 kHz low-pass filter and a 598 
sampling frequency of 20 kHz. For temperature stimulation, a perfusion system delivered room 599 
temperature (RT) or pre-heated saline that flowed through the recording chamber and was 600 
removed via vacuum to maintain a constant volume. Saline was perfused at a rate of 3 mL per 601 
minute and the fillet temperature was monitored from 25-45˚C using a BAT-10 electronic 602 
thermometer coupled to an IT-21 implantable probe (Physitemp). For each recording, average 603 
firing frequency during a 3 minute RT perfusion was subtracted from the average firing 604 
frequency over 1 degree bins to quantify the change in firing frequency for each temperature. 605 
 606 
Immunofluorescence 607 
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 The primary antibodies used in this study are a guinea pig antiserum against DTK6 (a gift 608 
from David Anderson), a rabbit antiserum against the cockroach peptide LemTRP-1 (a gift from 609 
Dick Nassel), a mouse antiserum against GFP (SantaCruz), and a rabbit antiserum against Hh (a 610 
gift from Suzanne Eaton). The secondary antibodies are a Cy3-conjugated goat antiserum against 611 
guinea pig IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories), a Cy3-conjugated goat antiserum 612 
against rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories), and an Alexa488-conjugated goat 613 
antiserum against mouse IgG (Life Technologies). Third instar larval brains and larval fillet were 614 
dissected in ice-cold PBS, fixed for one hour in 4% paraformaldehyde, and blocked for one hour 615 
in 3% normal goat serum in PBS-Tx (1X Phosphate-buffered saline with 0.3% Triton X-100). 616 
Fixed larvae were incubated overnight at 4°C in primary antibody solutions (1:1,000 dilution for 617 
anti-LemTRP-1, 1:2,000 for anti-DTK6, and 1:200 for anti-GFP in PBS-Tx), and following 5 618 
times wash in PBS-Tx for 20 minutes then they were incubated overnight at 4°C in secondary 619 
antibodies solutions (1:500 dilution in PBS-Tx). After wash, stained samples were mounted in 620 
Vectashield. Images were obtained from an Olympus Fv1000 Confocal microscope. Identical 621 
settings for laser intensity and other image capture parameters were applied for comparison of 622 
Tachykinin staining in the control and mutant brains. Confocal stacks were then projected using 623 
ImageJ software, processed universally and equivalently in Photoshop. 624 
 For isolated class IV neuron immunostaining, the experimental procedure was modified 625 
from Eeger et al., (Egger et al., 2013) and Iyer et al., (Iyer et al., 2009). UV or mock treatment 626 
was as for behavioral experiments. 16 hours after UV- or mock- treatment, ppk-Gal4>UAS-627 
mCD8-GFP-expressing larvae were dissected in Schneider’s medium to remove gut and fat body 628 
and washed three times in 1 ml of Rinalidini solution (8 mg/ml NaCl, 0.2 mg/ml KCl, 0.05 629 
mg/ml NaH2PO4H2O, 1 mg/ml NaHCO3, 1 mg/ml glucose, 1 % pen-strep). Washed larvae were 630 
incubated in 0.5 mg/ml Collagenase I solution (Sigma) for one hour at room temperature, washed 631 
in Schneider’s medium, and then mechanically dissociated by repeated pipetting. Dissociated 632 
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tissue was filtered through a 40 µm cell strainer and cells were incubated with anti-mCD8a 633 
antibody-conjugated magnetic beads (eBioscience) on ice for 30 minutes followed by PBS 634 
washes. Isolated class IV neurons were plated on Concanavalin A (Sigma) coated coverslips and 635 
immunostained with rabbit anti-Hh antibody (1:100). Images were obtained from an Olympus 636 
Fv1000 Confocal microscope. Identical settings for laser intensity and other image capture 637 
parameters were applied for comparison of Hh staining in the control and UAS-dispRNAi-638 
expressing cells. Confocal stacks were projected using Image J, processed universally and 639 
equivalently in Photoshop and quantification was performed using the particle analysis/threshold 640 
tools in image J.  641 
 642 
Flies used in this study 643 
 Please note the X chromosome genotype is simplified. The actual genotypes for the X 644 
chromosome could be mixed, depending on the source RNAi collection, and the sex of 645 
individual larvae as male and female progeny were pooled together in test populations. 646 
Figure panels – genotypes tested: 647 
 648 
Figure 1A – w1118 649 
Figure 1B – w1118; ; dTkΔ1C 650 
Figure 1C – w1118; ; dTkEY21074 651 
Figure 1D –  elav-Gal4/+ 652 
  elav-Gal4/+; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+ 653 
Figure 1E – w1118 654 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074 655 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C 656 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074/dTkΔ1C 657 
Figure 1F – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 658 
  w1118; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 659 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dTkRNAi (25800) 660 
  elav-Gal4/+ 661 
  w1118; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+ 662 
  w1118; ; UAS-dTkRNAi (25800)/+ 663 
  elav-Gal4/+; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+ 664 
  elav-Gal4/+; ; UAS-dTkRNAi (25800)/+ 665 
Figure 1G – w1118 666 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074/+ 667 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C/+ 668 
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  w1118; ; dTkEY21074 669 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C 670 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074/dTkΔ1C 671 
  w1118; ; Df(3R)Exel7312/+ 672 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074/Df(3R)Exel7312 673 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C/Df(3R)Exel7312 674 
Figure 1 FS1–  w1118; ppk-eGFP/+  675 
Figure 1 FS2– elav-Gal4/+ 676 
  elav-Gal4/+; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+ 677 
Figure 1 FS3 – w1118 678 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C 679 
Figure 1 FS4– w1118 680 
Figure 1 FS5– elav-Gal4/+ 681 
  w1118; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+ 682 
  w1118; ; UAS-dTkRNAi (25800)/+ 683 
  elav-Gal4/+; UAS-dTkRNAi (v103662)/+ 684 
  elav-Gal4/+; ; UAS-dTkRNAi (25800)/+ 685 
  w1118 686 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074/+ 687 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C/+ 688 
  w1118; ; dTkEY21074/Df(3R)Exel7312 689 
  w1118; ; dTkΔ1C/Df(3R)Exel7312 690 
 691 
Figure 2B – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 692 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 693 
Figure 2C – w1118 694 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797 695 
  w1118; ; dtkrMB09356 696 
Figure 2D – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 697 
  w1118; ; UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372)/+ 698 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 699 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 700 
Figure 2E – w1118 701 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797/+ 702 
  w1118; ; dtkrMB09356/+ 703 
  w1118; ; dtkrs2222/+ 704 
  w1118; ; Df(3R)Exel6213/+ 705 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797 706 
  w1118; ; dtkrMB09356 707 
  w1118; ; dtkrs2222/dtkrMB09356 708 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797/Df(3R)Exel6213 709 
  w1118; ; dtkrMB09356/Df(3R)Exel6213 710 
  w1118; ; dtkrs2222/Df(3R)Exel6213 711 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 712 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 713 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 714 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 715 
Figure 2F – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 716 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+ 717 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 718 
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Figure 2G~I – w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 719 
Figure 2 FS1– w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 720 
  w1118; ; UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372)/+ 721 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 722 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 723 
   w1118 724 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 725 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 726 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 727 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 728 
 729 
Figure 3B~D – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, ppk-eGFP/+ 730 
Figure 3E – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, ppk-eGFP/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 731 
  w1118; ; dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 732 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 733 
Figure 3F~H – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 734 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 735 
Figure 3 FS1 – w1118; ; dtkrf02797/+ 736 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrMB09356 737 
 738 
Figure 4B – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 739 
  w1118; UAS-RNAi/+; ppk1.9Gal4/ + (if RNAi is on the second) or  740 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-RNAi (if RNAi is on the third) 741 
Figure 4C – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 742 
  w1118; UAS-CG17760RNAi (v107613)/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 743 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-CG17760RNAi (v52308) 744 
  w1118; UAS-Gbeta5RNAi (v108261)/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 745 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Gbeta5RNAi (28310) 746 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ggamma1RNAi (8261R-1) 747 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ggamma1RNAi (34372) 748 
Figure 4D – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 749 
  w1118; UAS-YFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 750 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-CG17760RNAi (v107613); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 751 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-CG17760RNAi (v52308) 752 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-Gbeta5RNAi (v108261); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 753 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+ ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Gbeta5RNAi (28310) 754 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ggamma1RNAi (8261R-1) 755 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ggamma1RNAi (34372) 756 
Figure 4 FS1– w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 757 
  w1118; UAS-RNAi/+; ppk1.9Gal4/ + (if RNAi is on the second) or  758 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-RNAi (if RNAi is on the third) 759 
Figure 4 FS2 – w1118; UAS-CG17760RNAi (v107613)/+ 760 
  w1118; ; UAS-CG17760RNAi (v52308)/+ 761 
  w1118; UAS-Gbeta5RNAi (v108261)/+ 762 
  w1118; ; UAS-Gbeta5RNAi (28310)/+ 763 
  w1118; ; UAS-Ggamma1RNAi (8261R-1)/+ 764 
  w1118; ; UAS-Ggamma1RNAi (34372)/+ 765 
 766 
Figure 5A – w1118; ; dTkΔ1C/+ 767 
  w; smo3 b1 pr1/+ 768 
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  w; smo3 b1 pr1/+ ; dTkΔ1C/+ 769 
Figure 5C – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 770 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 771 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/UAS-YFP; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 772 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 773 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/UAS-enRNAi (v105678); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 774 
Figure 5D – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 775 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+ 776 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 777 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-YFP; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 778 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ptc 779 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-smo.5A; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 780 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ci76 781 
  w1118; UAS- DTKR-GFP/UAS-enRNAi (v105678); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 782 
Figure 5E – w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 783 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-YFP; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 784 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-painRNAi (v39477) 785 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-painRNAi (31510) 786 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP, pain70/pain70; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 787 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP, pain70/+; ppk1.9Gal4, /+ 788 
Figure 5 FS1– w1118; ; dTkΔ1C/+ 789 
  w; smo3 b1 pr1/+ 790 
  w; smo3 b1 pr1/+ ; dTkΔ1C/+ 791 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 792 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ptc 793 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-smo.5A; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 794 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-Ci76 795 
  w1118; UAS- DTKR-GFP/UAS-enRNAi (v105678); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 796 
Figure 5 FS2– w1118; egrRegg1c/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 797 
  w1118; egrRegg1c/+; ppk1.9Gal4/ UAS-dtkrRNAi (v1372) 798 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 799 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-wgnRNAi; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 800 
Figure 5 FS3– w1118 801 
  w1118; pain70 802 
Figure 5 FS4– w1118 803 
  w1118; pain70 804 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 805 
  w1118; ; UAS-painRNAi (v39477)/+ 806 
  w1118; ; UAS-painRNAi (31510)/+ 807 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-painRNAi (v39477) 808 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-painRNAi (31510) 809 
 810 
Figure 6A – w1118; UAS-Hh/+ 811 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 812 
  w1118; UAS-Hh/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 813 
  w1118; ; A58-Gal4/+ 814 
  w1118; UAS-Hh/+; A58-Gal4/+ 815 
  w1118; Myosin1A-Gal4/+ 816 
  w1118; Myosin1A-Gal4/UAS-Hh 817 
Figure 6C – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, UAS-mCD8-GFP/+ 818 
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  w1118; UAS-dispRNAi (v10004)/+; ppk1.9Gal4, UAS-mCD8-GFP/+ 819 
Figure 6E – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 820 
  w1118; UAS-dispRNAi (v10004)/+ 821 
  w1118; ; UAS-dispRNAi (44633)/+ 822 
  w1118; UAS-dispRNAi (v10004)/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 823 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-dispRNAi (44633) 824 
Figure 6F – w1118; UAS-Hh/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 825 
  w1118; UAS-Hh/UAS-YFP; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 826 
  w1118; UAS-Hh/UAS-dispRNAi (v10004); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 827 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 828 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/UAS-YFP; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 829 
  w1118; UAS-Ptc1130x/UAS-dispRNAi (v10004); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 830 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 831 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-YFP; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 832 
  w1118; UAS-DTKR-GFP/UAS-dispRNAi (v10004); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 833 
Figure 6 FS1 – w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+ 834 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-Ci76/+  835 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-hhRNAi/+ (v1402) 836 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-hhRNAi/+ (v1403) 837 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-hhRNAi/+ (31042) 838 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-hhRNAi/+ (31475) 839 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-hhRNAi/+ (25794) 840 
  w1118; nubbin-Gal4/+; UAS-hhRNAi/+ (4637R-2) 841 
  w1118; ; da-Gal4/UAS-hhRNAi (4637R-2) 842 
Figure 6 FS2 – w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 843 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-hhRNAi(1) (4637R-2) 844 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-hhRNAi(2) (v1403) 845 
  w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4/UAS-hhRNAi(1+2) (4637R-2 + v1403) 846 
Figure 6 FS3– w1118; ; ppk1.9Gal4, UAS-mCD8-GFP/+ 847 
  w1118; UAS-dispRNAi (v10004)/+; ppk1.9Gal4, UAS-mCD8-GFP/+ 848 
Figure 6 FS4 – w1118; egrRegg1c/+; ppk1.9Gal4/+ 849 
  w1118; egrRegg1c/UAS-dispRNAi (v10004); ppk1.9Gal4/+ 850 
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 867 
Figure Legends 868 
 869 
Figure 1. Tachykinin is expressed in the larval brain and required for thermal allodynia 870 
(A-C) Dissected larval brain wholemounts of the indicated genotypes immunostained with a 871 
guinea pig antiserum to DTK6. Arrowheads, large immunoreactive descending neurons.  872 
Arrows, remaining neurons immunoreactive to anti-DTK6. (A) w1118 (B) dTkΔ1C (C) dTkEY21074 873 
(D) Baseline responses to thermal stimulation in the absence of injury at 45 °C and 48 °C when 874 
Tachykinin is targeted by RNAi in all neurons. Larvae of indicated genotypes were stimulated 875 
for up to 20 s with a thermal probe set to the indicated temperatures. The resulting behavior was 876 
categorized as “no withdrawal” (white) if a 360 º aversive roll did not occur, “slow withdrawal” 877 
(gray), if the roll occurred between 6 and 20 s of probe contact, or “fast withdrawal” (black), if 878 
the roll occurred within 5 s of probe contact. Percent behavioral responses were plotted as mean 879 
± SEM. This scheme was employed for all behavioral quantitation in this study. (E) Baseline 880 
responses to thermal stimulation at 45 °C and 48 °C of dTk mutant alleles and relevant controls. 881 
(F-G) UV-induced thermal allodynia. (F) RNAi targeting dTk and controls. (1) and (2) refer to 882 
non-overlapping UAS-RNAi transgenes targeting Tachykinin. (G) Mutant alleles of dTk and 883 
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controls. All behavior experiments throughout were performed in triplicate sets of n = 30 unless 884 
noted otherwise. Statistical significance was determined by the chi-square test. Same statistical 885 
significance markers were used throughout all figures. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** 886 
P<0.0001. See also Figure 1-figure supplements. 887 
Figure 1-figure supplement 1. Tachykinin is not expressed in class IV md nociceptive sensory 888 
neurons. Dissected larval epidermal whole mounts (genotype: ppk-eGFP) immunostained with 889 
anti-DTK and anti-GFP antibodies. GFP (green in merge); anti-DTK (magenta in merge).  890 
Figure 1-figure supplement 2. Dissected larval brain whole mounts of Elav/+ and Elav>TKRNAi 891 
immunostained with anti-LemTRP.  892 
Figure 1-figure supplement 3. Schematic of the dTk locus. Various genomic features and 893 
characterization tools are indicated to the left. FRT-containing transposon insertion alleles 894 
d08303 and f03824 were used to make a deletion allele of dTk, dTkΔ1C. Primers a through h were 895 
used to molecularly map the deleted and neighboring regions. Diagnostic PCR using genomic 896 
DNA of w1118 control and dTkΔ1C. In homozygous dTkΔ1C, PCR products were produced only 897 
with primers pairs of a/b and g/h that flank the deleted region. 898 
Figure 1-figure supplement 4. Temperature versus behavior dose response curves. Control 899 
larvae were tested with thermal stimuli of temperature ranging from 38 to 48 °C and their 900 
aversive rolling behaviors were monitored. Two sets of data were generated by two 901 
experimenters and plotted in parallel. The same set of data was plotted in two different displays: 902 
categorical bar graphs (left) and in non-categorical line graphs of the accumulated percent 903 
response on the Y-axis versus latency on the X-axis (right).    904 
Figure 1-figure supplement 5. Alternative data presentation of thermal allodynia (a subset of 905 
Figure 1F and a subset of Figure 1G) in non-categorical line graphs of accumulated percent 906 
response as a function of measured latency. Statistical tests were performed using Log-rank 907 
(Mantel-Cox) test.       908 
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 909 
Figure 2. Tachykinin Receptor is required in class IV nociceptive sensory neurons for 910 
thermal allodynia 911 
 (A) Schematic of the dtkr genomic locus. Location of transposon insertion alleles and targeted 912 
sequences of UAS-RNAi transgenes are shown. (B-C) Baseline thermal nociception at 45 °C and 913 
48 °C. (B) dtkr RNAi in class IV neurons and controls. (C) dtkr mutant alleles and controls. (D-914 
E) UV-induced thermal allodynia at 38 °C. (D) dtkr RNAi and rescue in class IV neurons. (E) 915 
dtkr mutant alleles and controls. (F) “Genetic” thermal allodynia in the absence of injury upon 916 
overexpression of DTKR in class IV neurons. (G-I) Dissected larval epidermal wholemounts 917 
(genotype:  ppk>DTKR-GFP) immunostained with anti-LemTRP-1 (reacts to DTKs) and anti-918 
GFP. (G) DTKR-GFP expression in class IV neuron soma and dendrites. (H) Larval brain 919 
wholemount. GFP (green); anti-DTK (magenta). Yellow Box indicates close-up shown in I. (I) 920 
Axonal tracts expressing DTKR-GFP in class IV neurons juxtaposed with TK-expressing cells in 921 
the VNC. Arrows, regions where GFP-expressing axons are closely aligned with DTK-922 
expressing axons. See also Figure 2 – figure supplement. 923 
Figure 2-figure supplement 1. Alternative data presentation of thermal allodynia (Figure 2D 924 
and a subset of Figure 2E) in non-categorical line graphs of accumulated percent response as a 925 
function of measured latency. Statistical tests were performed using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.  926 
 927 
Figure 3. Class IV neurons display temperature-dependent changes in firing rates that are 928 
modulated by Tachykinin signaling 929 
(A) Schematic diagram of assay setup. (B-C, F-G) Sample recording traces of the indicated 930 
genotypes in response to temperature ramping. (B) ppk1.9-Gal4, ppk-eGFP/+ mock (C) ppk1.9-931 
Gal4, ppk-eGFP/+ 24 hr following UV (F) ppk-Gal4/+ (G) ppk-Gal4>DTKR-GFP. (D) Changes 932 
in firing rates from larvae in (B) and (C) in response to temperature ramping. n = 11 (mock), and 933 
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21 (UV). (E) Changes in firing rates between ppk-Gal4>dtkrRNAi (mock and UV), dtkrMB09356/f02797 934 
(UV), and class IV neuron-specific rescue of dtkrMB09356/f02797 (UV) in response to temperature 935 
ramping. n = 12 (RNAi mock), 11 (RNAi UV), 17 (dtkr mutant), and 12 (rescue). (H) Changes 936 
in firing rates between Gal4 only control and class IV specific overexpression of DTKR in 937 
response to temperature ramping without tissue damage. n = 9 (control), 12 (Overexpression). 938 
Inset, Behavioral response to innocuous temperatures when DTKR is overexpressed in class IV 939 
neurons without tissue damage. * = P<0.05, ** = P<0.01, *** = P<0.001. Statistical significance 940 
was determined by either Two-way ANOVA test with Bonferroni correction or two-tailed 941 
unequal variance Student’s t-Test for electrophysiology, or by Chi-square analysis for behavior 942 
analysis. See also Figure 3 – figure supplement. 943 
Figure 3-figure supplement 1. Control genotypes for electrophysiology recordings of class IV 944 
neurons. Changes in firing rates of heterozygote dtkr (dtkrf02797/+) and Gal4 alone control in dtkr 945 
mutant background (ppk1.9Gal4, dtkrf02797/dtkrm09356) in response to temperature ramping upon 946 
UV irradiation.  n = 8 (heterozygote), 7 (Gal4 control).  947 
 948 
Figure 4. Specific Trimeric G proteins act downstream of DTKR in class IV neurons in 949 
thermal allodynia 950 
(A) Schematic of genetic screening strategy for testing G-protein subunit function by in vivo 951 
tissue-specific RNAi in class IV neurons. (B) UV-induced thermal allodynia on targeting the 952 
indicated G protein subunits by RNAi. n = 30 larvae per genotype. ≈ P = 0.082, * P<0.05. 953 
Statistical significance was determined by Fisher’s exact test. (C) UV-induced thermal allodynia 954 
for the three putative hits from the mini-screen in A. (1) and (2) indicate non-overlapping RNAi 955 
transgenes. (D) Suppression of UAS-DTKR-induced “genetic” allodynia by co-expression of 956 
UAS-RNAi transgenes targeting the indicated G protein subunits. Seven sets of n=30 for 957 
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ppk>DTKR-GFP controls, triplicate sets of n=30 for the rest. See also Figure 4 – figure 958 
supplements. 959 
Figure 4-figure supplement 1. Alternative data presentation of UV-induced thermal allodynia 960 
on targeting G protein subunits by RNAi (Figure 4B) in non-categorical line graphs of 961 
accumulated percent response as a function of measured latency. Statistical tests were performed 962 
using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.       963 
Figure 4-figure supplement 2. UAS alone controls of RNAi targeting G protein subunits do not 964 
exhibit defects in UV-induced thermal allodynia. Flies bearing the indicated UAS-RNAi 965 
transgenes were crossed to w1118 and their progeny were tested. Triplicate sets of n = 30. 966 
 967 
Figure 5. Tachykinin signaling is upstream of Smoothened and Painless in thermal 968 
allodynia 969 
(A) Thermal allodynia in indicated dTk and smo heterozygotes and transheterozygotes. (B) 970 
Schematic of the expected results for genetic epistasis tests between the dTK and Hh pathways. 971 
(C) Suppression of Hh pathway-induced “genetic” allodynia by co-expression of UAS-dtkrRNAi. 972 
UAS-enRNAi serves as a positive control. (D-E) Suppression of DTKR-induced “genetic” 973 
allodynia. (D) Co-expression of indicated transgenes targeting the Hh signaling pathway and 974 
relevant controls. (E) Co-expression of indicated RNAi transgenes targeting TRP channel, 975 
painless. See also Figure 5 – figure supplements.  976 
Figure 5-figure supplement 1. Alternative data presentation of thermal allodynia results (Figure 977 
5A and Figure 5D) in non-categorical line graphs of accumulated percent response as a function 978 
of measured latency. Statistical tests were performed using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.  979 
Figure 5-figure supplement 2. Genetic epistasis tests between DTKR and TNF pathway. Co-980 
expression of UAS-dtkrRNAi did not suppress TNF-induced genetic allodynia and co-expression of 981 
UAS-wengenRNAi did not suppress DTKR-induced genetic allodynia. Data presented in 982 
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categorical bar graphs (left) and in non-categorical line graphs of accumulated percent response 983 
as a function of measured latency. Statistical tests were performed using Chi-Square analysis 984 
(bar graph) or Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test (line graphs). 985 
Figure 5-figure supplement 3. Schematic of painless genomic locus. painless70 was generated 986 
by imprecise excision of painlessEP2451, deleting 4.5 kb of surrounding sequence including the 987 
ATG of  the A splice variant. Primers P1/P2 were used to confirm the deletion in diagnostic PCR 988 
amplification of pain70 versus control w1118 genomic DNA.  989 
Figure 5-figure supplement 4. The pain70 deletion allele and UAS-painRNAi transgenes cause 990 
defects in baseline thermal nociception. Quantitation of baseline responses to thermal stimulation 991 
at 48 °C. painless70 was compared to w1118 controls, while two non-overlapping UAS-painlessRNAi 992 
transgenes (v39477 and 31510) expressed in class IV neurons were compared to Gal4 or UAS 993 
alone controls.    994 
 995 
Figure 6. Tachykinin-induced Hedgehog is autocrine from class IV nociceptive sensory 996 
neurons   997 
(A) “Genetic” allodynia induced by ectopic Hh overexpression in various tissues. Tissue-specific 998 
Gal4 drivers, UAS controls and combinations are indicated. The Gal4 drivers used are ppk-Gal4 999 
(neuron), A58-Gal4 (epidermis), and Myosin1A-Gal4 (gut). (B) Schematic of class IV neuron 1000 
isolation and immunostaining. (C) Isolated class IV neurons stained with anti-Hh. mCD8-GFP 1001 
(green in merge); anti-Hh (magenta in merge). (D) Number of Hh punctae in isolated class IV 1002 
neurons from genotypes/conditions in (C).  Punctae per image are plotted as individual points.  1003 
Black bar; mean gray bracket; SEM. Statistical significance was determined by One-way 1004 
ANOVA test followed by multiple comparisons with Tukey correction.  (E) UV-induced thermal 1005 
allodynia upon UAS-dispRNAi expression with relevant controls. (F) Suppression of “genetic” 1006 
allodynia by co-expression of UAS-dispRNAi in class IV neurons. Genetic allodynia conditions 1007 
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were induced by Hh overexpression, PtcDN expression, or DTKR-GFP overexpression. See also 1008 
Figure 6 – figure supplements. 1009 
Figure 6-figure supplement 1. RNAi-mediated knockdown of hh was not effective. Wing 1010 
pattern phenotypes of various UAS-RNAi transgenes targeting hh using nubbin-GAL4 and 1011 
daughterless-GAL4. UAS-CiDN was used as a positive control. None of the UAS-HhRNAi 1012 
transgenes tested effectively interfered with wing patterning. This suggests that the lack of 1013 
phenotype in thermal allodynia assays on expression of these transgenes is largely due to 1014 
inefficient knockdown of hh function.  1015 
Figure 6-figure supplement 2. RNAi-mediated knockdown of hh was not effective in blocking 1016 
thermal allodynia. UAS-hhRNAi(1) refers to 4637R2 whereas UAS-hhRNAi(2) refers to v1403.  1017 
Figure 6-figure supplement 3. A few more examples of isolated class IV neurons stained with 1018 
anti-Hh. mCD8-GFP (green in merge); anti-Hh (magenta in merge). 1019 
Figure 6-figure supplement 4. Genetic allodynia in the absence of tissue injury upon 1020 
overexpression of TNF in class IV neurons. Knockdown of disp did not interfere with TNF-1021 
induced genetic allodynia. 1022 
 1023 
Figure 7. Working model for Tachykinin/Tachykinin Receptor function upstream of Hh 1024 
signaling in UV-induced thermal allodynia 1025 
Tachykinin ligands are released from the brain neurons targeting class IV nociceptive sensory 1026 
neurons upon UV-induced tissue damage. DTKR is coupled to trimeric G proteins and the 1027 
signaling cascade then induces Disp-dependent Hh release. Hh binds to Ptc in an autocrine 1028 
fashion and activates the Smo downstream signaling cascade, followed by 1029 
modification/activation of Painless. These series of signaling cascades result in thermal 1030 
allodynia, where stimulation at a sub-threshold temperature induces pain behaviors (thermal 1031 
nociceptive sensitization). 1032 
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Figure 1. Tachykinin is expressed in the larval brain and required for thermal allodynia
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Figure 2. Tachykinin Receptor is required in class IV nociceptive sensory neurons for thermal allodynia
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Figure 3. Class IV neurons display temperature-dependent changes in firing rates that are modulated by 
Tachykinin signaling
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Figure 4. Specific Trimeric G proteins act downstream of DTKR in class IV neurons in thermal allodynia
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Figure 5. Tachykinin signaling is upstream of Smoothened and Painless in thermal allodynia
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Figure 6. Tachykinin-induced Hedgehog is autocrine from class IV nociceptive sensory neurons
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Figure 7. Working model for Tachykinin/Tachykinin Receptor function upstream of Hh signaling in UV-induced 
thermal allodynia
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